
ΘΕΜΑ 2β. ΛΕΞΙΚΟΓΡΑΜΜΑΤΙΚΗ 

Choose the correct option (A, B or C) for items 21-30. 

21. He bought me dinner to make __________ for forgetting my birthday. 
 A.  up  B. down C. out 

22. In the 1960s, the Civil Rights’ Movement fought __________ the abolition of racial segregation and 
discrimination throughout the United States.  
 A. with B. against C. for 

23. The young activist said that, as an individual, she __________ contribute to recycling, reduction of household 
waste and participation in reforestation initiatives, but cannot organise them on her own. 
 A. shouldn’t B. could C. will be able 

24. The sea was crystal-clear and my friend invited me to swim with her, but I was reluctant. She kept inviting me 
to __________ into the water and in the end, I gave in. 
 A. go B. be going C. come 

25. “Here we are!” __________ the teacher and all the students looked around them in awe. They couldn’t believe 
that they had finally reached their destination, the beautiful town of Florence!  
 A. shouted B. commented C. exclaimed 

26. Leonardo Da Vinci is universally __________ a genius of the Italian Renaissance. His inventions were ahead 
of his time and his paintings have been widely analysed by art critics. 
 A. appreciated B. considered C. said 

27.  Scandinavians ___________ for their eco-friendly life that is reflected even on their home construction and 
decoration, the so-called Scandinavian home design.  
 A. are known B. are thought C. look 

28.  Scarcely __________ on the trolleybus when the electricity was cut off and the trolleybus stopped in the 
middle of the avenue. 
 A. I got B. did I get C. had I got  

29.  The scenery __________ so beautiful that everybody wanted to take pictures. That was the best part of our 
trip to Cuba. 
 A. had been B. was  C. has been 

30.  Andrea del Verrocchio, __________ apprentices include Leonardo Da Vinci and Pietro Perugino, worked for 
the Medici family in Florence during the early Renaissance.  
 A. whose B. who C. whom 

 

 

 

ΘΕΜΑ 3. ΠΑΡΑΓΩΓΗ ΓΡΑΠΤΟΥ ΛΟΓΟΥ 

Your American friend John, who lives in Greece, likes acting and is a member of his school’s drama 

group. Write an e-mail (120-150 words) to him, suggesting that he and his school should participate 

in the youth theatre festival next year. 

 

 

 

 
 


